
DISTRICT MEETING MAY 17, 2020 

Present:  Jenni H. DR, Barbara C. GR., Elisabet Treasurer, Emily C. GR, Phyllis H. GR., Randi GR, Scott GR, 

George Web Coordinator, Martha Member, Dawn Member, Marci Member  

Opened with Serenity Prayer 

General Housekeeping 

DR Message  Don’t’ worry about how they did it before. Because what we are doing has never been 

done before. 

Minutes for March 2020 were read and approved 

Eileen the Breakfast Coordinator emailed report – June’s meeting will be “zoom” meeting held at 9:00 

with speakers Gerry H. for Al-Anon and Susan J. as AA speaker. The information for this is on District 6 

Web Site.  The July meeting will have the “Gathering of Men” as the host and they are not sure if it will 

be a zoom or face to face meeting. 

Answering Service -  Ree - It had been extremely slow for a total of only 6 calls. And most of those were 

just looking for meeting information.  

Meeting List – its reported that Jenni H. (DR) has a total of 1,000 meeting lists and they will become 

available as soon as the literature office gets open. 

OLD BUSINESS 

 Banner Report – Emily reports that they are moving forward but having trouble locating the 

person that is responsible for the banner production. Probably due to the Covr19 and 

businesses being closed. She will continue moving forward. 

 We voted that we will not be having a picnic this year due to Covr19 

NEW BUSINESS 

 It was announced that the AWSA meeting was going to be a zoom meeting. How they proceed 

with this has not been told yet. 

 Oregon Area has asked us to vote on if we wanted the assembly to be a Zoom meeting or a face 

to face. After discussion it was called to vote and was decided that we wanted it Zoom. Emily 

offered to spearhead a volunteer force that could be used. DR will forward the offer to Or. Area. 

 Discussion on how to send and make copies of flyers that the district receives during the month. 

It was voted on and decided that when notices, flyers or information that the GR’s need for their 

meetings were received they will be forwarded in a timely manner via email to District 6 trusted 

servants.  If printing needs to be done for a group, they can use the copier at the office. Flyers 

for our breakfast and EVI meetings can be forwarded directly to George our Web coordinator so 

that he can put them on our web page. 

 Treasurer’s report discussed and accepted. Some of the discussion revolved around how we 

dispense money to OR. Area and to WSO. Elisabet will look at our history, talk to our past 

treasurer and see what has been done in the past and she will do a presentation next month.  

She said it seems we have plenty of money.  



 A conversation was started pertaining to the ZOOM meetings. It was asked of the GR’s and 

other members that were present that they continue the conversation with their groups and 

other members. Some of the items brought up was: WSO numbers for a zoom meeting, did a 

zoom meeting have a sponsor (another group) to pay expenses and run the meeting, how does 

a zoom meeting pay their cost, who would host them, how would they go on the schedule or 

would they be put on the schedule (both the paper one and the District Web Page).   

Closed with the Al-Anon Declaration.  


